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ABSTRACT
On October 31st and November 1st, 2016, the Center for
Regulation and Infrastructure from Fundação Getulio
Vargas (FGV CERI) organized a two-day workshop
discussion in collaboration with the World Bank and
ABRACE. The event gathered regulators, government
representatives, academics, operators, financial
institutions and investors. The debate focused
on the main challenges faced by the current
restructuring process of the Brazilian gas
industry. This document presents the main
points discussed during the debates.
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2. DEFINITION OF A TARGET
MODEL
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contract

and

common

carriage.

For contract carriage systems, the central element is the long-term
transmission contract. Consequently, much of the success of the market
is associated with the success of pipe-to-pipe competition. Therefore,
having a strong counterpart for pipeline companies is extremely relevant.
That is, two or three pipelines competing to serve several small retailers
subject to competitive pressures might result in dominant positions
for pipelines companies. On the contrary, with strong distribution
companies that are protected from competition, pipelines face stronger
competitive pressures. For common carriage systems, the transmission
contract is significantly less important for the functioning of the market.
On the other hand, the ability of shippers to find customers is a key
element of the liquidity sought by common carriage systems. In that
view, strong retail competition is a key measure to obtain a competitive
wholesale market.
Therefore, full retail competition would be relevant if the choice was
common carriers. Regulated distribution may be an interesting option if
contract carriers was the choice to organize the market.

Decision #2

What level of unbundling? – The second group of choices is associated
with the creation of coherent incentives for the market structure. One
of the basic instruments to control perverse incentives in network
industries is the prohibition of vertical integration of network owners
and network users. This is often called unbundling. In that context,
one needs to deal with: i) Unbundling at the transmission level; and ii)
Unbundling at the distribution level.
Both contract and common carriers rely to some extent on unbundling
at the transmission level. This comes from the fact that the main
difference between the two carriage systems is whether the transmission
operator is a market player or a regulated one. In any case, however,
the transmission operator (whether a pipeline operator or a system
operator) would have incentives to preclude access if it is vertically
integrated with network users that compete in markets (frequently
called shippers). Although it is recognized the need for unbundling in
both types of carriage systems, the particular unbundling requirement
may vary. Historically, the US opted for ownership unbundling models.
This choice may be justified by the central role that pipe-to-pipe
competition has in the contract carriage model, and hence the need to
eliminate possible perverse incentives.
In the EU, those incentives have represented a relatively less important
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concern. Historically, unbundling requirements began by accounting
unbundling and gradually evolved to more restrictive unbundling models.
Unbundling at the distribution level means the separation of these two
activities. The necessary unbundling requirements vary depending on
the organization chosen for the retail market. If there is no competition
in the retailing activities, then unbundling will not be possible. On the
contrary, if retail competition is to be implemented, then unbundling of
distribution and commercialization activities is a relevant piece of the
design.

Decision #3

What target model? – Once the previous choices are made, the details
of the market design need to be defined. We represent the process to
implement an entry/exit regime as made up of four steps: i) Product
definition (What to contract?); ii) Contracting mechanism (How to
contract?); iii) Pricing mechanism (How to price?); iv) Investment
decision (How to build?). Furthermore, several measures to facilitate
trading in the new market are often required, such as the standardization
of contracts, the creation of new market institutions, dealing with legacy
contracts and tax challenges, etc.
One of the main lessons to be drawn from the above analysis is that
there is a sequence in the decision-making process associated with gas
market design. For instance, it is not possible to define “transmission
tariffs” (a pricing mechanism) without having defined “transmission
capacity” (what is going to be priced). In turn, it is not possible to define
“transmission capacity” before defining who is going to define capacity
(whether to implement contract or common carriers).
figure 1. Basic models for gas networks regulation
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Source and elaboration: FGV/CERI

3. IMPLEMENTATION OF AN ENTRY / EXIT REGIME
In the current restructuring process of the Brazilian gas industry, it has been repeatedly stated that
the aim is implementing an entry/exit regime.
figure 2. Basic market design choices implied by an entry/exit regime.

Source and elaboration: FGV/CERI
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TABLE 1. DEFINITION OF A TARGET MODEL BASED ON
ENTRY / EXIT REGIME
BASIC CHOICES

TRADE-OFFS

What is going to be traded?

• Larger zones mean more players trading
the same good, but also more reliance on

• Choice #1 – What is the size (area and

balancing actions.

period) of the pricing zone?
• Most ﬂexibility controlled by system
• Choice #2 – Who controls the ﬂexibility

operators mean easier coordination of

(LNG, storage, line-pack...)?

system operation decisions, but also limited
liquidity in the market.

• Choice #3 – What is the amount of
transmission capacity traded via short-term

• A market exclusively based on long-term

contracts?

contracts hampers entry.

Allocation mechanisms: How to contract?

• Rules to allocate capacity are typically
ineﬃcient,

but

they

avoid

• Choice #4 – Market-based (e.g. auctions)

problems

or rule-based allocation?

dominance, and without scarcity.

•

Choice

#5

–

Balancing

market

or

continuous trading?

•

A

in

balancing

auctions

market

with

may

potential
market

enhance

eﬃciency (all bids are received before the
market clearing), but trading balancing gas
separately limits the amount of gas in the
market (less liquidity).

Pricing mechanisms: How to price?

• Auctions reﬂect market participants’
value for capacity (give eﬃcient investment

• Choice #6 – Pricing transmission by

signals), but they might not be suﬃcient

regulated prices or by market results?

to cover for (historical) investment costs,
and they may be ineﬃcient in absence of

• Choice #7 – Pricing imbalances by

scarcity.

regulated prices or by market results?
• Market prices send signals to network
users on imbalance costs, but regulated
prices do not rely on eﬃcient markets
(which may not exist).
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4. NEXT STEPS
The International Workshop allowed us to identify key topics that require further investigation in the
ongoing restructuring process.
From the general view provided above, it becomes evident that access to transmission and distribution
networks is a necessary condition for the implementation of any market model. In that context, it
is of essence to tackle the definition of the product that is going to be traded - capacity. The lack
of proper capacity products poses an effective barrier that impairs competition. Another central
issue in entry/exit regimes is the existence of effective retail competition. In that view, regulation of
distribution activities and its separation from commercialization is a cornerstone in market models.
Such issues will be the pillars of CERI’s 2017 agenda for natural gas.
The timetable for CERI´s publications on NG is the following:
MARCH 2017 Development of a competitive market in the Brazilian gas industry;
MAY 2017 Capacity definition and allocation in the Brazilian gas market;
AUGUST 2017 Gas market liberalization in Brazil and the role of legacy contracts;
SEPTEMBER 2017 The role of antitrust in the Brazilian gas market liberalization;
NOVEMBER 2017 Gas distribution and commercialization activities in Brazil.
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